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ABSTRACT

Over the past decade, the field of musique mixte/mixed mu-
sic preservation grew separate from the digital preserva-
tion research (and practice) community. This paper presents
potential preservation directions for this repertoire, based
on current preservation frameworks, in relation to collab-
oration at the bit-level, logical-level, and conceptual-level
of preservation. It emphasizes the link to practice in a post-
digital (i.e. after the ‘digital revolution’) preservation and
curation perspective, institutional policies, the implication
and redefinition of all stakeholders, and the use of docu-
mentation as mediation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Bressan and Declercq [1] recently called for a fresh (re)view
of electroacoustic music preservation in light of seminal
philological papers of the early 2000s, with the argument
that “traditional approaches to ensure and assess trustwor-
thiness have proven inadequate for digital documents” (p.
275). They emphasized the need to go forward in a trans-
formed landscape of production. Inversely, the world of
digital preservation has considerably changed since the early
2000s and the beginning of standardization processes for
digital archiving. Still, we fail to see the impact on preser-
vation practices for music and technology cultural heritage,
especially in the case of musique mixte/mixed music, ar-
guably the repertoire the most at risk. This paper aims
at discussing this visible discrepancy in the case of mixed
music with live electronics (many points are however rel-
evant to the field of electroacoustic music as long as we
consider performance as a preservation perspective), that
is to say C* according to Tiffon’s classic taxonomy [2].
There is a critical need to take a look at where we stand
in light of the classic papers of the early to mid 2000s
like Chadabe [3], Zattra, De Poli, and Vidolin [4]; Bat-
tier [5]; Bernardini and Vidolin [6]; Tiffon [2]; Polfreman,
Sheppard, and Dearden [7]; Emmerson [8]; and Penny-
cook [9]. These papers as well as the projects of that time
period (running until the beginning of the 2010s) are still
(and rightfully so, from an academic discursive perspec-
tive) cited in recent papers (e.g. [10, 11, 12, 13]), includ-
ing this one. But conversations about electroacoustic and
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mixed music preservation, almost exclusively, stay in the
music research domain though conferences (e.g. ICMC
2018 - Preserve, Engage, Advance), journals (e.g. Journal
of New Music Research 2018, vol. 47-4, Digital Philology
for Multimedia Cultural Heritage), and symposiums (e.g.
AREM 2018 Archiving and Re-Performing Electroacous-
tic Music at Bayreuth University).
Sometimes during the early 2010s, I would argue, as op-
posed to the museology community (which regularly dis-
seminates outcomes in the main international digital preser-
vation conferences and journals), a gap appeared, a dis-
crepancy between electroacoustic music preservation com-
munities and digital preservation research and practice, es-
pecially as regards the curation of complex objects (collec-
tion of atomic digital objects with unclear boundaries, de-
fined by processes and complex social human non-human
interactions, e.g. games, web archives, software art. See
[14]). Coming back to Bressan and Declercq’s [1] posi-
tion, they state: “we hope that these articles may prove
once again that preservation is a multidisciplinary field,
and results that impact reality can only be achieved when
experts in distant fields work elbow to elbow and learn
about each other’s approach and vocabulary” (p. 277). The
question of approach and vocabulary stemming from digi-
tal preservation is manifest in the new media arts domain,
where both are used for dissemination, as exemplified by
the work at Tate, MOMA and other institutions manag-
ing new media collections (e.g. [15, 16, 17]). The no-
tion of inter- and multi-disciplinary action was acknowl-
edged long ago in electroacoustic music preservation, for
example in the philological school: “[preservation] activ-
ities must be scheduled and made inside an institutional
framework, with adequate funds and with an interdisci-
plinary planning” [18, p. 289]. However, contemporary
digital curation alone requires a complex arrangement of
skills and knowledge [19]. Multidisciplinarity is posed as
a premise, but to what extent (which disciplines partici-
pate in the conversation), where (the locations where the
conversation takes place) and how (the articulation of both
previous points and the resources allocated to the task)?
In the case of mixed music preservation, computer sci-
ence and engineering seemed to take over in the late 2000s
and early 2010s as exemplified by projects such as Inte-
gra [20], or ASTREE (2009-2011, based on FAUST lan-
guage, see [12]). The second stems from an analytical
(and positivist) perspective which conflates and confuses
preservation with explanation. Both share the perspective
of constraining practice through technological frameworks
deemed to be preservation-friendly (another example, with
a different level of separation to practice, is Rekall [21]). It



participates in the idea of gaining back control over digital
technology (in terms of technological obsolescence, pro-
prietary formats, etc.). However, constraining practice in
relation to technology is a gamble in the best-case scenario
(and a failure to acknowledge creative processes’ relation-
ship to misuse), and, I would also argue, a dead end as a
preservation strategy in the post-digital age.
In the museum context, Barnes, Kispeter, Eikhof, and Parry
[22] state: “the postdigital is allowing us to think about
the museum after the digital revolution, where digital is
managed normatively, and where digital pervasively be-
comes innate within a range of operations and definitions
within the museum” [22, p. 1]. In opposition to that view,
those preservation projects from the late 2000s-early 2010s
from the electroacoustic and mixed music community were
anti-post-digital. There is a critical need to rethink digi-
tal preservation in the post-digital age, integrating various
practices and expertise from content producers (we will
come back to the definition of producers and products)
and digital preservation communities. Integrating digital
productions as opportunities rather than issues within the
whole curation lifecycle, including use and re-use, should
be the aim of contemporary digital preservation. We can
see the preservation landscape changing once again in the
music and technology domain, the question is how and
where to steer it. The goal of this paper is therefore a
multidisciplinary perspective proposing a few theoretical
and practical directions and, for mixed music communities,
emphasizing the question: where is the digital archivist?

2. PREMISE

Over the last twenty years, Libraries-Archives-Museums
(LAM) have developed a wide range of expertise in digital
preservation which is relevant to this discussion. Each one
of these institutions has developed specific practices relat-
ing to the nature of their holdings. We should cherry-pick
what is relevant to the mixed music curation context. In or-
der to do so, we need to distinguish between the classical
digital preservation categories of bit-level, logical-level,
and conceptual-level preservation. Epistemologically speak-
ing these levels, as described by Thibodeau [23], stem from
the Data - Information - Knowledge - Wisdom (DIKW)
model. Bit-level preservation is the data level, logical-level
preservation is the information level, and conceptual-level
preservation is the knowledge level. While acknowledg-
ing the limitation of this view, which has been discussed
many times in the Library and Information Science (LIS)
community (e.g. [24]), it is an important mediation for a
discourse about digital preservation.
Bit-level preservation is the level of physical objects, the
0s and the 1s, the level of data integrity (usually related
to checksum algorithms). The logical-level is the level of
formats (and migration), that is to say the preservation of
syntactic and semantic content. The conceptual-level is the
level of contextualisation and practice.

3. BIT-LEVEL PRESERVATION

Historically, for mixed music, there has been a focus on the
logical and, to some extent, the conceptual levels of preser-
vation with questions about migration and intentions. The

bit-level has been taken for granted as an information technology-
related issue. We will later discuss the logical and concep-
tual levels, but first we may ask ourselves: where does the
mixed music community stand on bit-level preservation as
compared to the state of the art? Not very far, I would ar-
gue, considering that a version control repository is not an
archive.
Bit-level preservation relates to all categories described by
the Trusted Repository Audit Certification (TRAC), which
led to the ISO standard 16363 TDR. These categories are
not limited to technologies but also include organisational
and financial criteria. Besides the physical damage to con-
temporary music artefacts (see for example, a discussion
in [25, p. 159], about publishers and tapes, which we may
extend to the digital realm), bit-level preservation requires
thus a plan for the loss of institutions, publishers, or per-
sonal archives. However, coordination and collaboration
between existing repositories is never discussed at the data
level (but rather at the logical level and in terms of interop-
erability, e.g. [12]).
Still, going back as far as the early 2000s, models appeared
that should inspire bit-level preservation for mixed music.
At that time, Reich and Rosenthal [26] launched Lots Of
Copies Keep Stuff Safe (LOCKSS) at Stanford Univer-
sity. One goal was to go back, to a certain extent, to the
purchase-and-own library model which was lost in the dig-
ital age in relation to academic publishers’ web publishing
model. LOCKSS was thus “providing tools for libraries
to take custody of the material to which they subscribe,
and to cooperate with other libraries to preserve it and pro-
vide access” [27, p. 3]. The controlled version, known as
CLOCKSS, announced in November 2018 its TRAC re-
certification by the Center for Research Libraries (the first
certification dated from 2014).
The LOCKSS paradigm is relevant in many points to the
mixed music context. First, because of its validation by the
digital preservation community, with technological, finan-
cial, and institutional sustainability. Second, because of the
conceptualization of the role of publishers and librarians
in relation to digital preservation: “it returns the respon-
sibility for long-term preservation, and the corresponding
costs, to the librarians. Although publishers have an in-
terest in long-term preservation, they cannot do a credible
job of it themselves. Failures or changes in policy by pub-
lishers are the events librarians are most interested in sur-
viving” [28]. The role of publishers in mixed music has
always been problematic along similar lines. Polfreman,
Sheppard, and Dearden [7] emphasized it, and Berweck
[25] did a thorough review of issues: “behind closed doors,
publishers admit that things are not as they should be. [...]
If a publishing company takes on the work of a composer,
they have the ultimate responsibility to archive the work,
even more so when they are often the only source of infor-
mation after the death of the composer” (p. 168). Pub-
lishers do not (and probably never will) have the skills,
knowledge, and capacity for preserving mixed music work
in the long-term. The cost model of LOCKSS would have
to be adapted to the music publishing and production con-
text. Still, building a private LOCKSS-like not-for-profit
shared archive, with a subscription model that brings to-
gether publishers (and potentially personal archives), con-
temporary music archives as well as production centres and



academic institutions, is in our view the best way (and ar-
guably the only way, according to current standards) to cre-
ate a sustainable trusted network for preservation of mixed
music works.

4. LOGICAL-LEVEL PRESERVATION

4.1 File formats

Bit-level is obviously not enough, and the logical level
as we defined it, subsumes many issues. The first one is
about formats from an identification perspective. Auto-
matic identification in digital preservation system should
be provided. This means that format registries should be
provided with signal processing software file formats sig-
natures (Max/MSP, PD, etc.). During the 2018 Interna-
tional Conference on Digital Preservation (iPRES 2018)
one of the workshops was entitled ’PRONOM in Practice:
Creating File Format/System Signatures for Submission to
PRONOM Technical Registry’. Notes from the workshop
include: “best situation is when the format developer de-
fined a signature (e.g., EPUB, Photoshop, ASCII, etc.)”.
Signatures of all versions of a format should be specified
within these registries so that digital archivists have the
ability to work with existing identification and validation
tools which are integrated in state-of-the-art Digital Preser-
vation Systems (DPS). The UK National Archive’s registry
PRONOM is an international reference used in many DPS.
It provides a signature development utility and a request
form for the submission of information regarding the ad-
dition of a file format. Close collaboration with DSP soft-
ware companies is thus strongly suggested.
LAMs have to deal with non-standard formats, even li-
braries do: “the British Library and the other [Legal De-
posit Libraries] need to determine their responsibilities for
collecting content created and made available in new and
innovative types of format, and to make these works avail-
able to users as part of their legal deposit obligations” [29,
p. 2], but solutions are context dependent. Normaliza-
tion (migration to standard format), for example, would
imply going back to the argument of the introduction about
the relation between preservation and actual work practice.
Strategies for mixed music have to be developed at a higher
level and be closely built on producers’ work activity (this
will be discussed in relation to the conceptual level).

4.2 Granularity

The logical subsequent point, after the registration of file
formats, is to define a digital preservation strategy at the
component level. There is nothing new about this, it was
a recommendation from the seminal new media preserva-
tion project Documentation and Conservation of the Media
Arts Heritage (DOCAM) (see [30, p. 57]) and it relates to
the characteristics of complex objects, as previously enu-
merated. DOCAM specifically recommended to add an
extra layer – the component layer – to the classic library
model Functional Requirement for Bibliographic Records
(FRBR), which is originally hierarchically divided in four
layers, namely, Work, Expression, Manifestation, and Item.
A repository for mixed music like Sidney (see [12]) at
IRCAM functions primarily at the work’s version level.
Components, according to the description provided by Lemou-

ton et al. [12], are addressed in terms of documentation
best practices in the charter that is provided to users. Struc-
tural, technical and preservation metadata is an important
topic at this level in relation to granularity, which should
be addressed, but this is outside the scope of this paper.
Granularity also allows for an effective connection between
Digital Preservation Systems (DPS) and Collection Man-
agement Systems (CMS) because the synergy (see next
section) relies on the flexibility granted by the level of
granularity. Sidney, which was developed at IRCAM (as
opposed to LAMs’ CMS/DPS solutions), is neither a DPS
nor a CMS (arguably, closer to an institutional repository
with limited preservation features) but, still, more than most
contemporary music institutions provide.

4.3 Digital preservation systems and collection
management systems

The interoperability of DPS and CMS has been a critical
development for digital preservation of new media arts dur-
ing the 2010s. While DPS work at both bit-level preser-
vation and logical-level preservation, it is really the in-
teraction between DPS and CMS that closely integrates
preservation levels. The paradigmatic example is the de-
velopment of the ‘Binder’ layer at MOMA between the
museum’s CMS and their recently implemented DPS (see
[15]). The services they were able to provide showcase this
preservation levels relationship.
CMS are dependent on the type of LAM, while DPS are, a
priori, agnostic (still fine-tuning relates to collection types).
The Tate is following on MOMA’s model along a very sim-
ilar technological profile but with a layer that is indepen-
dent from a specific CMS [31], which makes it a potential
candidate for adaptation to the mixed music context if ever
the same kind of DPS were to be used.
Several authors [32, 33] have discussed collaboration at
the level of repositories for mixed music, but they pro-
vided general ideas without a real conceptual and practi-
cal framework for this collaboration. The fact is that col-
laboration at the logical level is intrinsically linked to the
conceptual level from a post-digital perspective, as we will
discuss later. Still, the part that should be specified so far
is the articulation between the DPS and the kind of system
that we proposed at the bit-level preservation. Communi-
cation between a private LOCKSS network (PLN) and a
DPS may use the LOCKSS-O-Matic library with the Sim-
ple Web-service Offering Repository Deposit (SWORD)
protocol. The DPS thus becomes a content provider for
the private LOCKSS network. One current example of
such an integration is provided by the Council of Prairie
and Pacific University Libraries’s (COPPUL) Westvault in
Canada, which integrates services from a PLN and the same
kind of DPS that the MOMA is currently using.
Not all PLN content providers will manage a DPS (e.g.
publishers), but still they should be able to provide content
(as submission information packages - SIPs or archival in-
formation packages - AIPs) to the repository. Many op-
tions exist ranging from DPS-as-a-service to basic packag-
ing software such as the Library of Congress’ File Packag-
ing Format Bag-It.



5. CONCEPTUAL-LEVEL PRESERVATION

5.1 Stakeholders of performance knowledge
collaborations

In order to build a trusted distributed repository for mixed
music, we proposed a solution for collaboration at the bit-
level and logical-level of preservation. There is now a crit-
ical challenge, which is the specification of collaboration
at the conceptual-level of preservation. In order to address
this challenge, we need to come back to the notions of per-
formance and performance knowledge. As Chadabe [3]
said: “the performance of music, in short, is a living pro-
cess. And the re-creation of performances is a wonderful
thing. It keeps the music alive” (p. 305). In the context of
mixed music, it is not just performance but interpretation
in general (see below) that keeps the music alive. Again,
the critical importance of performance knowledge was es-
tablished a long time ago. Already in 2005, the seminal
paper from Bernardini and Vidolin [6] presented general
preservation ideas for such a repertoire, finishing with this
thought: “last but not least, [we need] active communi-
ties of co-operating performers which will be conscious
enough to share and document their experiences [...]” (p.
7). While the paper did neither propose an epistemological
nor a methodological view on the documentation of expe-
rience, the point was well made, but, as we argue, poorly
received. Even before that, Zattra, De Poli, and Vidolin [4]
stated that ”[...] what is widely imperative is the preserva-
tion of the skills, rather than the preservation of a single
work or material” (p. 411). Still, it is confounding how
little has been achieved from this perspective.
Our argument is that one of the main reasons relates to the
question of performance expertise acknowledgment, that
is to say the recognition of the work of Live Electron-
ics Musicians (LEM). Plessas and Boutard [34] empha-
sised the distinction between Computer Music Designers
(CMD) and LEMs in order to conceptualise interpretation
of mixed music. Knowledge documentation, in the best-
case scenario, is still limited to CMD’s work in reposito-
ries, with the assumption that CMDs are also LEMs. This
is easily contradicted by an historical case study analysis of
mixed music performance (see [34]). If the CMD (when-
ever it is not the composer herself) tends to be the first
LEM, the career of the work may complicate the social dis-
tribution. CMDs’ work has only been recently the focus of
specific emic [35] and etic [36] musicological research (al-
though it was previously part of anthropological and socio-
logical analysis of contemporary music production), giving
a new visibility to the profession. While LEMs are musi-
cians, as emphasized by many (see [37, p. 185]), the work
of LEMs on the contrary lacks this academic support as
few studies are investigating this work activity.
Boutard [38] built on Plessas and Boutard’s [34] study to
theorize performance knowledge preservation and collab-
orative digital repositories in relation to Rabardel’s [39]
anthropotechnological and cognitive distinction between
instrumentation (the development of tool-operating skills)
and instrumentalisation (the adaptation of the tool to the
task). In summary, although not a direct correlation, instru-
mentation tends to represent the work of the LEM and/or
the acoustic instrumentalist (in a chamber music context)
during the performance (and rehearsals) and instrumental-

isation, the work of fine-tuning before the concert. Both
are activities of ‘interpretation’ [34].

5.2 Mediating knowledge and documentation

In light of this dichotomy of expertise, the relation to preser-
vation is becoming clearer (see [38]), and as I propose,
should be the building block of a post-digital perspective
on the conceptual-level (and therefore also the logical-level)
of mixed music preservation. To emphasise this point,
we should specify that instrumentalisation is a continuum
from fine-tuning and debug of the electronic part (see [40,
25]) to migration (either format migration or analogue to
digital migration). Migration, as part of instrumentalisa-
tion, and instrumentalisation in general, predominantly (if
not exclusively) happens within a context of production,
if only because it provides an ecological context for val-
idation. As we have argued in the introduction, preser-
vation strategies, at this level, which disconnect curation
from practice, are not sustainable.
If ever we were left with bit-level preservation collabora-
tion only, then emulation (which has progressed immensely
lately, in relation to digital preservation, see [16]) would
probably be the best bet for achieving basic readability.
However, it would be the result of a gap of interpretation
induced by a lack of policies at the conceptual level.
In this context, it is then logical that even at that latter end
of the continuum, LEMs and acoustic instrumentalists are
critically involved in preservation, they are the first content
producers along the whole spectrum of instrumentalisa-
tion. An example of fine-tuning knowledge was provided
by composer-improviser-CMD-LEM Gilbert Nouno dur-
ing a workshop at CIRMMT on the performance of Pierre
Boulez’s 1993 work ...explosante-fixe... during the first In-
ternational Conference on Mixed Music Pedagogy (2018).
As an expert in performing Boulez’ works (which started
as a mandate from IRCAM), Nouno keeps a library of fine-
tuning for this work for each venue he performed it into.
This explicit knowledge (related to extensive tacit knowl-
edge) is his personal archive and no formal system is avail-
able for its dissemination. Examples at the other end of
the continuum include numerous migrations of mixed mu-
sic works for production purposes, for example, Karlheinz
Stockhausen’s Mantra migration by Pestova, Marshall and
Sudol [41]. This kind of activities, leading to primary and
secondary documents, also fail to make it to the preserva-
tion planning of digital repositories.
The goal of including these activities that Plessas and Boutard
have discussed as acts of interpretation [34], is not to by-
pass other stakeholders such as composers and CMDs but
to establish conceptual-level preservation (as well as logi-
cal preservation) within the framework of an ongoing con-
versation, which transcends the unsustainable paradigm of
the composer babysitting her work. As in any conversa-
tion, there might be authoritative figures as well as various
agents providing valuable explicit or tacit knowledge man-
ifested in artefacts, audio-video recordings, and other types
of primary and secondary documents related to both instru-
mentation and instrumentalisation.
The modalities of performance documentation have gar-
nered a lot of research attention in multiple domains, es-
pecially in museum studies since the 1990s: “with the ar-



rival of ephemeral, conceptual, processual, networked and
‘mixed reality? works of art, the document, by which we
mean the physical or digital remaining trace of a work,
has become a focal point of conservation and preservation
strategies” [42, p. 61]. The possibility of using documents
as mediations for practice (involving both tacit and explicit
knowledge) rather than representations of a work has been
discussed along different theoretical frameworks (a thor-
ough review is out of the scope of this paper), in different
domains including music research, e.g. [43, 44]. Leman
and Six [44] remind us that “documenting a technological
setup appears obsolete when every now and then there is a
better solution to your technical problem”. A post-digital
documentation practice should focus on mediating knowl-
edge for the development of practice, welcoming reuse and
transformations, feeding on a distributed vision of exper-
tise. We should then “focus less on documents that are
commonly misconstrued as documentation and focus more
on the processes of documenting where the ultimate aim is
systematic documentation, ideally through standard meth-
ods of archiving proposed by library and information sci-
ence” [45, p. 2].

6. CONCLUSION

We defined collaboration at the three levels of digital preser-
vation – bit-level, logical-level, conceptual-level – building
on the state of the art and the history of digital preser-
vation. We emphasized the need to stay close to prac-
tice in a post-digital paradigm and to include all stake-
holders of preservation according to each level, especially
those under-represented: publishers, software developers,
and LEMs. Bit-level collaboration should be the priority,
then we should design formal systems for instrumentalisa-
tion/instrumentation mediating knowledge collection, both
tacit and explicit. The challenge will then be to design the
integration of bit-level and conceptual level preservation
through logical-level preservation. Finally, we argue that it
is time for institutions involved in the production and the
dissemination of musique mixte to start working together
with digital preservation communities, as well as, hope-
fully, hiring digital archivists and curators.
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